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Dear Santa Clara County Sister County Commission 

 From where do I begin to express my gratitude for the scholarship and support I 

have received while abroad in Florence this academic year? It seems to be a daunting and 

impossible task to summarize the experiences this year has bestowed on me. While sitting 

in an Italian language course back at my home university, Italy and its many prospects 

just seemed out of reach and too far away. With the support you provided, Italy’s 

treasures moved within reach and experiencing them became my beautiful reality.  Thank 

you! 

 The reasons Florence, Firenze, la mia bella citta is so very special to me are 

countless. It’s a whimsical whirlwind of culture, art, unique individuals, delicious food, 

fabulous sites and an intriguing history. In fact, I had never imagined such “hands on 

learning” before. I can happily boast that I learned more walking around this beautiful 

and historic city, than sitting in a dull classroom. This academic year, I have been blessed 

with the opportunity to take courses that have enriched my understanding of Italian life 

and culture. What better place to learn about the Renaissance, than in the center of it all?  

I didn’t just learn about Savonarola’s influence in Florence, but I went to his quarters at 

the convent of San Marco and stood on the plaque in the middle of Piazza Della Signoria 

where he was burned in 1498.  My Early Renaissance and High Renaissance art history 

courses basically consisted of a “walking tour” around Florence. I didn’t just listen to a 

lecture about Giotto’s frescoes in the church of Santa Croce, hear about Corridoio 



Vasariano (Vasari’s Corridor), look at slides of Botticelli’s Primavera, or admire 

Brunelleschi’s architecture from a textbook. I experienced and saw these amazing 

expressions of Renaissance art and architecture first hand. I don’t believe there is a better 

way to learn. I remember studying for my midterm and final exams for my art history 

courses as I walked around Florence- pointing to architecture, places, buildings, 

sculptures, and reciting dates, techniques, artists, patrons, mediums, etc. It didn’t really 

feel like studying at all. I aced my exam and couldn’t help but smile because of how 

unique this experience has been.  

 

 By the end of my first semester, I had become too Italian for my visiting 

American friend to understand: never leave the house without a scarf, don’t order a 

cappuccino after lunch, and never eat dinner before eight. I always bought my fresh fruits 

and vegetables at the market, got my meat from the butcher, waved Ciao to Giuseppe, the 

cobbler around the corner each morning, and couldn’t help but stop by the forno (bakery) 

after school.  I became a gelato connoisseur, and a coffee snob, stopping for un café at 

least two times a day. I learned to negotiate at the leather market, tried lampredotto (a 

Florentine specialty), gave directions around the city, and used my Italian internationally 

(in Turkey and Spain).  I learned why ravioli bolognese does not exist in Italy, that the 

best place to find fresh pesto is in Liguria, and that making your own pasta is exhausting, 

but delectable. I got to meet my Italian relatives in Capannori (near Lucca) and dig 

deeper into my family’s roots. I traveled all around Italy, and still didn’t see it all. I ate 

cannoli in Sicily, beat the traffic in Napoli, hiked through all five towns in Cinque Terre, 

swam in the Mediterranean at Capri, celebrated 150 years of Italian unification in Torino, 



wine tasted in Chianti, experienced Carnevale in Venice, saw the mosaics of Emperor 

Justinian in Ravenna, visited the “Manhattan of Italy” at San Gimignano, marveled at the 

Vatican, sat on the beach in Viareggio, saw the pope in Rome, and relaxed at the thermal 

spas in Saturnia.  It is the small things that make up my beautiful Italian reality like the 

sound of the ringing church bells at San Miniato al Monte from my bedroom window, the 

bright colors of the sunrises and sunsets from Piazzale Michelangelo, and the grandeur of 

the Duomo at night. I hope I never forget the magic of springtime in Florence, the taste of 

my favorite gelato, or what it feels like to sit in my favorite piazza. I tasted, felt, saw, 

lived, tried, and experienced an array of Italian life and culture. Thus, la dolce vita will 

not be just a cherished memory but will remain an integral part of me.  

 

 I’ve never considered language one of my strong academic attributes, but I have 

surpassed my expectations and am very proud of how far I have come in my Italian 

abilities. The day the hotel clerk in Venice sincerely complimented me on my Italian 

skills, or the day when I was mistaken for Italiana will remain with me forever. In fact, 

I’ve fallen so deeply in love with Italy and my heritage that I plan to continue my 

education of Italian at California State University Long Beach with a double major in 

Italian and International Studies.  I hope that with the pursuit of my studies, the 

friendships I’ve created, and my obsession with Italy, this motivation and aspiration will 

bring me back here one day very soon. I truly can’t thank you, County of Santa 

Clara/Province of Florence Sister County Commission enough for your support. Florence 

will always hold a truly special place in my heart and memories.  


